
Abstract
India in the recent years has seen a sudden rise in the development of entrepreneurship as a career 
option for budding generation of youth, as a key to economic development for the Govt. and policy 
makers, as an empowerment tool for women and as a �ield of research for academicians. Though the 
concept of entrepreneurship or entrepreneurs is not new and has been there since ages in one form 
or the other (its evolution dates back to the eighteenth century!). A very interesting and new species 
of entrepreneurs have now emerged and have become popular in very short span of time—The Social 
Entrepreneurs. These are the people who undertake the responsibility of bringing up a positive change 
in the society with their innovative product or service which not only fetches them money/pro�it but 
also brings a positive and long-lasting change in the lives of the poor, needy and the neglected sections 
of society. The only difference between a social entrepreneur and other types of entrepreneurs is that 
a social entrepreneur has society in his mind as a focus rather than just pro�its. Earlier, the �ield of 
entrepreneurship was mostly associated with men, but women’s entry in the �ield has also gained a 
lot of attention in recent past. The path for women in this �ield has not been easy due to long prevailed 
taboos in society about women and patriarchal mindset of society, but still they have been able to 
make a mark here also. As in other forms of entrepreneurship, women have entered in the �ield of social 
entrepreneurship also and have started showing their impact at the global level, but in India though 
women have set out to bring a change in society with this form of entrepreneurship, they are facing 
problems as ever. With very few studies dedicated to the topic of women as social entrepreneurs in 
India, the paper based on past researches in the �ield, is an attempt to �ind out more about the intentions 
of women as social entrepreneurs, the problems they face in the journey and their new role of change 
agents in the society.
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Introduction
The word Entrepreneur is said to have originated 
from the French word ‘Entreprande’ which 
means ‘to undertake.’ In olden times, during early 
16th century when French military personnel 
went out for military expeditions assuming high 
risk, which in turn provided them with monetary 
bene�its after invasion, this term was associated 
with such military men. The credit to coin the 

term entrepreneur goes to the French Economist 
Jean Baptiste Say who, in the 1800s said that an 
Entrepreneur is one who is responsible for shifting 
the economic resources from a lower productive 
area to the higher one with greater yield. An 
entrepreneur is identi�ied by his quality of taking 
risk which is over and above the normal and his 
desire to create wealth. In the 1900s, an Irish- 
French Economist, Richard Cantillon described 
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entrepreneurs as ones who buys a product at a 
certain price to sell it again at an uncertain price, 
thereby bearing risk and with the difference 
being their pro�it or loss. He presented this idea 
into his book Essai sur la nature du commerce en 
general, in 1755, which was later published after 
his demise. Another famous Economist Adam 
Smith, in his book wealth of nations, described 
Entrepreneurs as ‘Change Agents’, who bring 
about economic change by transforming demand 
into supply. In 1871, An Austrian Economist 
named Carl Menger also called an Entrepreneur 
as a change agent who transforms resources 
into useful goods and services. John Stuart Mill 
in 1948, was a British Economist who suggested 
that an entrepreneur is the most important 
element in an economy and that there is necessity 
of entrepreneurship not only in public but 
private enterprises also. In 1900s, an Austrian 
Economist termed Entrepreneurship as “creative 
destruction” where an entrepreneur destroys 
the status quo with the help of new processes 
and new combinations of inputs. Later in 1964, 
Peter Drucker said about the entrepreneurs 
as the one who ‘always searches for change, 
responds to it, and exploits it as an opportunity’. 
In the 21st century, an Entrepreneur is a catalyst 
for Economic and Social development also. 
According to global Entrepreneurship monitor 
(GEM) 21st report, Entrepreneurship today may 
be de�ined as -- “any attempt at new venture or 
new business creation, such as self-employment, 
a new business organization or the expansion 
of an existing business, by an individual, a team 
of individuals, or an established business”. 
Therefore, the concept of Entrepreneurship 
has taken several forms before reaching to the 
present day meaning.
Women as Entrepreneurs in India
In India, according sixth census, Women form 
around 14% population of entrepreneurs which 
is about 8 million in number and these 8 million 
women entrepreneurs provide employment to 
around 13 million people in the country. This 
clearly indicates the contribution of women in 

employment generation. The advent of women 
entrepreneurship in the country has been mainly 
for the purpose of providing Indian women 
with the required freedom and authority to 
shape their life and future which has been at the 
mercy of their male counter parts since the ages 
because of the male dominated societal setup. 
They have been denied the rights to decide about 
their own lives and have been discouraged at 
every stage in life. In fact, according to McKinsey 
Global institute study, if women are allowed to 
participate equally with men in India, it can boost 
the economy between 16-60% by the year 2025.
Classi�ication of Entrepreneurs 
According to Clarence H. Danhof, a modern 
management thinker, there are four types 
of entrepreneurs based on the criterion of 
economic development, which means initially 
they lack enthusiasm and zeal which improves as 
they become economically developed. 
1. Innovative Entrepreneur: As the name 

suggests this type of entrepreneur is very 
innovative, he looks for a new product, 
introduces new methods of its production, 
�inds new markets for it and thus earns 
pro�its. He is highly talented and motivated 
and always ready to experiment. These 
entrepreneurs play an important role in 
economic development of the nation and 
are mostly found in developed countries.

2. Adoptive or imitative entrepreneur:
This type of entrepreneur is found in 
developing countries where there is lack 
of structural facilities, skilled labour and 
capital. Therefore, these entrepreneurs just 
imitate or copy the innovation done by an 
innovation entrepreneur or in other words 
they adopt the technology or innovation 
done by an innovation entrepreneur. 

3. Fabian Entrepreneur: This category 
involves the second-generation entre-
preneurs in a family business who are 
sceptical in their approach in business and 
do not want to change the age-old methods 
of production rather would like to remain 
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in their existing business. They are not 
interested in innovation or creativity as 
they very much cautious and are afraid of 
incurring losses borne due to assuming 
risks (if any). They are quite lazy and refrain 
from experimenting new ideas or methods 
in business. 

4. Drone Entrepreneur: A drone entrepre-
neur would rather incur losses than to 
make any sort of changes in his business 
practices. They are extremely conservative 
and readily follow the traditional ways of 
working. They would not introduce any 
change in their business at any cost. Even 
if their competitors manufacturing similar 
products move ahead of them, they do not 
wish to move even an inch even if they get 
opportunity to do so.

There is one more classi�ication given by the 
Silicon Valley legend and Entrepreneur Steve 
Blank, for the start-ups in 21st century. These 
are: 
1. Lifestyle Start-ups: are also called as Self-
employed folks. These entrepreneurs work just 
for themselves. They work for their passion i.e. 
they love the job they do and live their life the 
way they prefer. They generally work freelance.
2. Small Business Start-ups: These entre-
preneurs run their small businesses like grocery 
shops, carpenter work, hairdressers etc. just to 
earn their living. These operate at small levels 
and not designed to scale.
3. Scalable Start-ups: These are a perfect 
example of growth. They are designed in such 
a way that they have the capacity to be big 
enough to change the world. They follow scalable 
business models with prospects of continuous 
growth. They hire the best of employees and 
keep looking for more venture capital to boost 
their business. Big giants like Face book, Google, 
Twitter etc. belonging to this group are found in 
Silicon Valley.
4. Buyable Start-ups: As the name suggests, 
these enterprises are created to be acquired 
by big business giants. Mostly these start-ups 

provide application solutions to big businesses 
who buy them at good amounts. They are born 
to be bought and this trend is gaining popularity 
these days.  
5. Large Company Start-ups: Large companies 
have a limited life span if they do not innovate. 
This is because with the passage of time there 
are changes in technology, customers taste and 
preferences, entry of new competitors and 
changes in legislations, and if they do not bring 
up new and innovative products across the 
customers population, they are at high risk of 
dying. Therefore, they either have to do or they 
would die.
6. Social Start-ups: These entrepreneurs also 
work on the mission of changing the world like the 
scalable companies, but their motive is not pro�it 
earning, rather they work to make the world a 
better place to live for the poor, marginalised 
and ignored lot. They are the change makers in 
society who work to make positive changes in 
society often resulting in better living conditions 
and better facilities to the backward classes of 
society. This is a new form of entrepreneurship 
which understands the social responsibility 
and works for welfare of people rather than just 
pro�its.

Social Entrepreneurship
Social Entrepreneurship is recognised as a 
new type of entrepreneurship which is based 
on the idea of creating social wealth rather 
than economic wealth as its main objective. 
(Dees, 2001; Drayton, 2002; Leadbeater, 1997) 
According to Nicholls (2006), the term “social 
entrepreneur” was �irst introduced in 1972 by 
Banks, who noted that social problems could 
also be deployed by managerial practices. Social 
entrepreneurship research till now has come 
up with different meanings for different people. 
Some people consider social entrepreneurs 
as catalysts for social transformation, some 
researchers say that social entrepreneurship is a 
practice followed by commercial entrepreneurs 
to show themselves as socially responsible. Yet 
another group considers it as a technique to create 
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social value through innovative management 
schemes. Despite these different meanings, one 
thing is clear that the key driving force for social 
entrepreneurship is social mission (Leadbeater, 
1997). There have been many de�initions given 
for social entrepreneurship through the years, 
some of them are: 
“We de�ine social entrepreneurship as innovative, 
social value creating activity that can occur 
within or across the non-pro�it, business or govt. 
sectors.” (Austin, Stevenson and Wei- Skillern, 
2006)
According to Bill Drayton Founder of Ashoka: 
Innovators for the public - “Whenever society 
is stuck or has an opportunity to seize a new 
opportunity, it needs an entrepreneur to see 
the opportunity and then to turn that vision 
into a realistic idea and then a reality and then, 
indeed, the new pattern all across society. We 
need such entrepreneurial leadership at least as 
much in education and human rights as we do in 
communications and hotels. This is the work of 
social entrepreneurs.” (Samer Abu Saifan, 2012)
“Social entrepreneurship encompasses the 
activities and processes undertaken to discover, 
de�ine, and exploit opportunities in order to 
enhance social wealth by creating new ventures 
or managing existing organizations in an 
innovative manner.” (Zahra et al.2008)
The social entrepreneur is a mission-driven 
individual who uses a set of entrepreneurial 
behaviours to deliver a social value to the less 
privileged, all through an entrepreneurially 
oriented entity that is �inancially independent, 
self-suf�icient, or sustainable. (Abu-Saifan, S.
2012)
There are so many social problems in India 
like poverty which the govt and NGOs cannot 
solve alone, therefore the expertise of the social 
entrepreneur is required so that the social 
problems can be dealt with ef�iciently along with 
positive social impact. In short, we can say that 
social Entrepreneurship is, ‘Entrepreneurship 
with a social mission.’

Women Social Entrepreneurship in India
The �ield of women social entrepreneurship 
is at a budding stage in India where nearly 25 
percent of social enterprises are run by women. 
But slowly and gradually the country is realising 
that women can play a pivotal role in providing 
innovative, sustainable and practical solutions for 
various social problems. Women have been able 
to mark up their place in society as agents of social 
transformation. There are many-fold advantages 
of women leading the social enterprises. Firstly, 
women in self owned businesses can provide 
jobs to other jobless women thereby providing 
them �inancial security. Secondly, women at 
the core of such businesses may work for age 
old social problems related to women, can help 
to eradicate them and help create a conducive 
atmosphere for women to survive. This way 
they can be supportive pillars and address to 
the Govt’s concern for women empowerment in 
India. Thirdly, these women social entrepreneurs 
like other entrepreneurs can contribute to the 
GDP and economic growth of the nation. Fourthly, 
they can play roles of super leaders and help 
develop leadership qualities in other women, 
prepare more women social entrepreneurs and 
create equal opportunities for women in India. 
Lastly, they can help solve women related social 
problems more ef�iciently because a woman can 
better understand problems faced by her lot.
Therefore, women social entrepreneurs can 
prove to be a boon for a country like India where 
women have been living in miserable state since 
ages by becoming catalysts of social change and 
economic development.
Indian Women social entrepreneurs bringing 
change in society through their social innova-
tions:
A few renowned women social entrepreneurs in 
India are 
• Chetna Vijay Sinha (Mann Deshi Mahila 

Bank) the �irst women’s bank which pro-
vides �inancial help to rural women. 

• Ashraf Patel (5th space) targets on trans-
forming society through youth by helping 
them build their leadership qualities. 
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• Poonam Bir Kasturi (Daily Dump) provides 
the urban Indians the facility to compost 
their daily home waste at home itself and 
help solve the global problem of dumping 
heaps of waste every day. 

• Suparna Gupta (Aangan Trust) provides 
child safety solution by setting up child 
safety circles with membership of parents, 
govt. of�icials and youth. 

• Urvashi Sahni (Study Hall Education Foun-
dation), provides education to the most dis-
advantaged girls in India. 

• Jeroo Billmoria (Child line) provides help in 
form of healthcare and police assistance to 
street children. 

• Ajaita Shah (Frontier Markets) supplies 
solar energy powered products to rural 
India at an extremely affordable cost to light 
up the far corners of rural India. 

All these women social entrepreneurs have 
taken initiative to bring about positive and long-
lasting changes in society by understanding the 
problems and working at the grass root level. 
These are only a few to mention. In all, around 
25% of social entrepreneurs today in India are 
Women! It is so pleasant to see that at last women 
have started coming up with solutions to age old 
social problems and taboos.
Driving forces for women social 
entrepreneurs in India
One of the very big and important driving force 
for women entering into social entrepreneurship 
or even entrepreneurship in any form is the 
desire to be �inancially independent, because 
normally in India, a woman staying at home is 
completely dependent on the spouse or other 
family members for money, which sometimes 
creates dif�iculty as she is always not lucky to get 
the amount of money she needs. Sometimes she 
herself may have been a victim or witness in the 
past of a social taboo and has managed to come 
out of suffering and now would like to help other 
women trapped in the same situation. Besides 
this reason, gaining social recognition, pursuing 
one’s passion, showing one’s creative aspect or 

having urge to work for the less privileged in 
society may be some of the factors for women to 
enter into social entrepreneurship �ield.
Problems and Challenges faced by women 
social entrepreneurs in India
Among the major problems and challenges the 
major challenge or set back is faced by women 
from their own family. Being a patriarchal set 
up, Indian mindset even today does not accept 
women at higher platforms than men. And if 
she is lucky enough to have a supportive family, 
the society becomes a hurdle with all sorts of 
allegations and rumours spread against her. 
Apart from this other major problems she faces 
are lack of �inancial support, lack of managerial 
skills to run the enterprise ef�iciently, lack of 
self-esteem and con�idence sometimes is also a 
problem among some women due to being less 
educated or knowledgeable about the industry 
scenario or market situations, many a times she 
even faces challenges in maintaining a balance 
between work and family, because in India it is 
the women who is supposed to look after the 
family and children. sometimes due to lack of 
knowledge about the various govt. schemes for 
women entrepreneurs she may not be able to 
gain full support. These problems and challenges 
become many folds if the woman is from rural 
background and less educated. 

Conclusion
Today we see many women aiming at working to 
innovate products and services which can be a 
solution to many problems of poor people. This 
way they not only help n economic growth by 
providing employment to people but also playing 
a role of change makers in society. Due to the 
Indian societal setup in one hand they face a lot 
of problems and challenges but at the other they 
get lot of opportunities to change the destiny 
of people in the end of development chain. 
Govt these days also helps such women social 
entrepreneurs in way of providing �inancial 
support and policy formulation to encourage 
more women social entrepreneurs to catch the 
growth pace of Nation. These women Social 
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entrepreneurs enter the business with a social 
motive and help provide support to other women 
in the form of jobs and above all they empower 
other women to be independent and lead a 
happier life.
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